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twion Mobility App twion Mobility Plus Package

Mobility Plus PACKAGE
With the Mobility Plus package you can activate and 
enjoy even more features in the twion Mobility App 
and communicate with the twion wheels via smart-
phone! 
Prerequisite is a smartphone with Android operating 
system and ability to connect to the internet.
the Mobility Plus package contains an outer ring 
with an exclusive design, a booklet with operating 
instructions, and a licence code to activate the 
other features.

thE ClEvEr hElP for undErWAy
it provides you with valuable tips and tricks for daily life with your Alber
product. in case of a breakdown, identify the cause of the fault using the App
and alleviate it yourself in many cases. if that isn‘t possible for some reason,
contact the Alber service Centre directly from the App or your local specialist 
dealer. in this way, you always get help fast, directly on your smartphone – no 
matter where you are at that moment.

functions
- Quickstart guide, brief operating instructions
- list of specialist dealers worldwide
- troubleshooting with solution management
- Contact specialist dealer or Alber service Centre directly
- Practical tips on all aspects of the twion
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An ovErviEW of thE funCtions

Driving information  
- readout of running parameters including battery status, Ø speed, maximum 
 speed, current speed, altimeter, odometer
- simple switchover between ECo (less motor assistance for greater range) and 
 sPort (more dynamic ride characteristics with longer run-on) modes
- increase assist up to 10 km/h

Silent mode
- Mute mode: by simply pressing a button you can turn off the charge indicator 
 and the acoustic signals from the wheels
- An individual profile can be set up

exPAnD YoUr Twion APP wiTH 

MobiliTY PlUS PAckAge AnD 

enJoY More FeATUreS

Tour mode
- recording and display of journeys using a GPs signal
- detailed display of tour data such as tour distance covered, tour time, 
 altimeter and number of calories burned
- tour data is stored in chronological order

BlueDrive controller
- When the wheelchair is unoccupied it can be controlled remotely using a smartphone
- you can choose whether to control it with the built-in  

inclination sensor (by gently tilting the smartphone)  
or with a virtual joystick




